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ExperimentsIntroduction

• Imitation from Observation learns behaviors from state sequences 

• Typical approaches need many environment interactions 

• ILPO learns latent policy directly from observations  

• Uses small amount of env. interactions to map latent and real actions 

Step 2: Action Remapping 

1. Given sequence of observations, learn latent policy
2. Use a few environment steps to align actions

Step 1: Learning Latent Policies

Formalities

Approach

Conclusion

Contact: aedwards8@gatech.edu           Code: github.com/ashedwards/ILPO

First: watch

Comparison: Behavioral Cloning from Observation (BCO)  
Baselines: Expert demonstrations, behavioral cloning, random

CoinRun Experiments 

Classic Control Experiments 

Deterministic Demonstrations Impact of latent actions

ILPO Predictions:

0-step policy:

Given: Sequence of noisy expert observations 

Assumption: Discrete actions 

Assumption: Deterministic transitions  

• z is defined as a latent action that caused a transition 

• z can imply a real action or some other type of transition  

• A latent policy is the probability of taking a latent action in some state 

Action: Right 
Z = 1 

Action: Right 
Z = 2 

• Given expert observations, the latent policy network learns: 

•                 , the latent policy and 

•                 , a latent forward dynamics model that predicts  

• The loss on                   is computed as: 

• To learn                 , we compute the expected next state given    :  

• The loss on                  is then computed as: 
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Imitating Latent Policies from Observation

Algorithm 1 Imitating Latent Policies from Observation
1: function ILPO(s⇤0, s⇤1, . . . , s⇤N )
2: Step 1: Learning latent policies

3: for k  0 . . . #Epochs do

4: for i 0 . . . N � 1 do . (Omitting batching for clarity)

5: Train latent dynamics parameters ✓  ✓ �r✓ minz kG✓(Ep✓(s⇤i ), z)� s⇤i+1k22
6: Train latent policy parameters !  ! �r!k

P
z ⇡!(z|s⇤i )G✓(Ep✓(s⇤i ), z)� s⇤i+1)k22

7: Step 2: Action remapping

8: Observe state s0
9: for t 0 . . . #Interactions do

10: Choose latent action zt  argmaxz ⇡!(z|Ea⇠(st))
11: Take ✏-greedy action at  argmaxa ⇡⇠(a|zt, Ea⇠(st))
12: Observe state st+1

13: Infer closest latent action zt = argminz kEp✓(st+1)� Ep✓(G✓(Ep✓(st), z))k2
14: Train action remapping parameters ⇠  ⇠ +r⇠ log

⇡⇠(at|zt,Ea⇠(st))P
a ⇡⇠(a|zt,Ea⇠(st))

high-dimensional inputs, and additionally for reuse within
different components of the network. We use a neural net-
work to learn an embedding Ep concurrently with the latent
policy and forward dynamics networks. We additionally
learn another embedding Ea for the action remapping net-
work.

3.2.1. LATENT FORWARD DYNAMICS

We now describe how to learn a latent forward dynamics
model from expert state observations. Given an expert state
st and latent action z, our approach trains a generative model
G✓(Ep(st), z) to predict the next state st+1. Similar to re-
cent works that predict state dynamics (Edwards et al., 2018;
Goyal et al., 2018), our approach predicts the differences
between states �t = st+1 � st, rather than the absolute
next state, and computes st+1 = st +�t.

When learning to predict forward dynamics, a single pre-
diction, f(st+1|st), will not account for the different modes
of the distribution, i.e., the effects of each action, and will
thus predict the mean over all transitions. When using an
action-conditional model (Oh et al., 2015; Chiappa et al.,
2017), learning each mode is straightforward, as we can
simply make predictions based on the observed next state
after taking each action, f(st+1|st, a). However, in our ap-
proach, we do not know the ground truth actions that yielded
a transition. Instead, our approach trains a generative model
G to make predictions based on each of the latent actions
z 2 Z, f(st+1|st, z).

To train G, we compute the loss as:

Lmin = min
z
k�t �G✓(Ep(st), z)k2. (1)

To allow predictions to converge to the different modes, we
only penalize the one closest to the true next observation,

st+1. Hence the generator must learn to predict the closest
mode within the multi-modal distribution. This approach
essentially allows each generator to learn transition clus-

ters for each type of transition that is represented through
�t. If we penalized each of the next state predictions si-
multaneously, the generator would learn to always predict
the expected next state, rather than each distinct state ob-
served after taking a latent action z.

We use �t to better guide the generator to learn these dis-
tinct types of transitions. For example, if we have an agent
moving in discrete steps within the x-plane, then moving
right would yield positive transitions � = 1 and moving
left would yield negative transitions � = �1. Our approach
aims to train the generator to learn these different types of
transitions.

Note that since G is learning to predict �t, we will need to
add each prediction to st in order to obtain a prediction for
st+1. For simplicity, in further discussion we will refer to G
directly as the predictions summed with the state input st.

3.2.2. LATENT POLICY LEARNING

Crucially, ILPO concurrently learns the latent policy
⇡!(z|Ep(st)). This represents the probability that given
a state st, a latent transition of the type z will be observed in
the expert data. We train this by computing the expectation
of the generated predictions under this distribution, i.e., the
expected next state, as:

bst+1 = E⇡![st+1|st] (2)

=
X

z

⇡!(z|st)G✓(Ep(st), z). (3)

We then minimize the loss as:

Lexp = kst+1 � bst+1k2 (4)
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Imitating Latent Policies from Observation

(a) Latent Policy Network

(b) Action Remapping Network

Figure 1: The latent policy network learns a latent policy, ⇡(z|s), and a forward dynamics model, G. The action remapping
network learns ⇡(a|st, z) to align the latent actions z with ground-truth actions a.

2017; Babes et al., 2011).

3. Approach

We now describe our approach, Imitating Latent Policies
from Observation (ILPO), where we train an agent to imitate
behaviors from expert state observations.

3.1. Problem formulation

We aim to use ILPO to solve problems specified through a
Markov Decision Process (MDP) <S,A,R, T> (Sutton &
Barto, 1998). Here, s 2 S denotes the states in the environ-
ment, at 2 A corresponds to actions, rt 2 R are the rewards
the agent receives in each state, and T (st, at, st+1) is the
transition model, which we assume is unknown. Reinforce-
ment learning approaches aim to learn policies ⇡(a|st) that
determine the probability of taking an action a in some state
st. We use imitation learning to directly learn the policy
and use the reward rt only for evaluation purposes.

We are given a set of expert demonstrations described
through noisy state observations {s⇤1 . . . s⇤n} 2 D. In our
approach, we will use these observations to predict a multi-
modal forward dynamics model. As such, noise is necessary
for ensuring that state transitions are properly modeled.

Given two consecutive observations {st, st+1}, we define
z as a latent action that caused this transition to occur. As
such, the action spaces that we consider are discrete with de-
terministic transitions. Because our problems are specified
through MDPs, we assume that the number of actions, |A|,
is known. Hence, we can define {z1 . . . z|A|} 2 Z latent
actions, where |Z| = |A| is used as an initial guess for the
number of latent actions. However, there may be more or
less types of transitions that appear in the demonstration
data. For example, if an agent has an action to move left
but always moves right, then the "left" transition will not
be observed. Or if the agent moves right and bumps into
a wall, this stationary transition may appear to be another

type of action. As such, we will empirically study the effect
of using latent actions when |Z| 6= |A|.

3.2. Step 1: Learning latent policies

In perhaps the most straightforward approach for imitation
learning, behavioral cloning, given expert states and actions
{s1, a1 . . . sn, an}, we can use supervised learning to ap-
proximate ⇡(a|st). That is, given a state st, this approach
predicts the probability of taking each action, i.e., the policy.
However, imitation by observation approaches do not have
access to expert actions. To address this, behavioral cloning
from observation (BCO) (Torabi et al., 2018) first learns
an inverse dynamics model f(a|st, st+1) by first collecting
samples in the agent’s environment. Then, the approach
uses this model to label the expert observations and learn
⇡(a|st). However learning dynamics models online can re-
quire a large amount of data, especially in high-dimensional
problems.

We make the observation that we do not need to know action
labels to make an initial hypothesis of the policy. Rather, our
approach aims learns a latent policy ⇡!(z|st) that estimates
the probability that a latent action z would be taken when
observing st. This process can be done offline and hence
more efficiently utilizes the demonstration data.

In order to learn this latent policy, we introduce a latent
policy network with two key components: a latent forward
dynamics model G that learns to predict bst+1, and a prior
over z given st, which gives us the latent policy, as shown in
figure 1. We then use a limited number of interactions with
the environment to learn an action-repmapping network that
efficiently associates the true actions the agent can take with
the latent policy identified by our learned model. These
methods are outlined in algorithm 1 and will be discussed in
the remainder of this section. Code is additionally provided
in the supplementary.

Finally, rather than operating directly on state inputs, we
use an embedding to encode the states. This is useful for
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network learns ⇡(a|st, z) to align the latent actions z with ground-truth actions a.
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transition model, which we assume is unknown. Reinforce-
ment learning approaches aim to learn policies ⇡(a|st) that
determine the probability of taking an action a in some state
st. We use imitation learning to directly learn the policy
and use the reward rt only for evaluation purposes.

We are given a set of expert demonstrations described
through noisy state observations {s⇤1 . . . s⇤n} 2 D. In our
approach, we will use these observations to predict a multi-
modal forward dynamics model. As such, noise is necessary
for ensuring that state transitions are properly modeled.

Given two consecutive observations {st, st+1}, we define
z as a latent action that caused this transition to occur. As
such, the action spaces that we consider are discrete with de-
terministic transitions. Because our problems are specified
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a wall, this stationary transition may appear to be another

type of action. As such, we will empirically study the effect
of using latent actions when |Z| 6= |A|.

3.2. Step 1: Learning latent policies

In perhaps the most straightforward approach for imitation
learning, behavioral cloning, given expert states and actions
{s1, a1 . . . sn, an}, we can use supervised learning to ap-
proximate ⇡(a|st). That is, given a state st, this approach
predicts the probability of taking each action, i.e., the policy.
However, imitation by observation approaches do not have
access to expert actions. To address this, behavioral cloning
from observation (BCO) (Torabi et al., 2018) first learns
an inverse dynamics model f(a|st, st+1) by first collecting
samples in the agent’s environment. Then, the approach
uses this model to label the expert observations and learn
⇡(a|st). However learning dynamics models online can re-
quire a large amount of data, especially in high-dimensional
problems.

We make the observation that we do not need to know action
labels to make an initial hypothesis of the policy. Rather, our
approach aims learns a latent policy ⇡!(z|st) that estimates
the probability that a latent action z would be taken when
observing st. This process can be done offline and hence
more efficiently utilizes the demonstration data.

In order to learn this latent policy, we introduce a latent
policy network with two key components: a latent forward
dynamics model G that learns to predict bst+1, and a prior
over z given st, which gives us the latent policy, as shown in
figure 1. We then use a limited number of interactions with
the environment to learn an action-repmapping network that
efficiently associates the true actions the agent can take with
the latent policy identified by our learned model. These
methods are outlined in algorithm 1 and will be discussed in
the remainder of this section. Code is additionally provided
in the supplementary.

Finally, rather than operating directly on state inputs, we
use an embedding to encode the states. This is useful for
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7: Step 2: Action remapping
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10: Choose latent action zt  argmaxz ⇡!(z|Ea⇠(st))
11: Take ✏-greedy action at  argmaxa ⇡⇠(a|zt, Ea⇠(st))
12: Observe state st+1
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high-dimensional inputs, and additionally for reuse within
different components of the network. We use a neural net-
work to learn an embedding Ep concurrently with the latent
policy and forward dynamics networks. We additionally
learn another embedding Ea for the action remapping net-
work.

3.2.1. LATENT FORWARD DYNAMICS

We now describe how to learn a latent forward dynamics
model from expert state observations. Given an expert state
st and latent action z, our approach trains a generative model
G✓(Ep(st), z) to predict the next state st+1. Similar to re-
cent works that predict state dynamics (Edwards et al., 2018;
Goyal et al., 2018), our approach predicts the differences
between states �t = st+1 � st, rather than the absolute
next state, and computes st+1 = st +�t.

When learning to predict forward dynamics, a single pre-
diction, f(st+1|st), will not account for the different modes
of the distribution, i.e., the effects of each action, and will
thus predict the mean over all transitions. When using an
action-conditional model (Oh et al., 2015; Chiappa et al.,
2017), learning each mode is straightforward, as we can
simply make predictions based on the observed next state
after taking each action, f(st+1|st, a). However, in our ap-
proach, we do not know the ground truth actions that yielded
a transition. Instead, our approach trains a generative model
G to make predictions based on each of the latent actions
z 2 Z, f(st+1|st, z).

To train G, we compute the loss as:

Lmin = min
z
k�t �G✓(Ep(st), z)k2. (1)

To allow predictions to converge to the different modes, we
only penalize the one closest to the true next observation,

st+1. Hence the generator must learn to predict the closest
mode within the multi-modal distribution. This approach
essentially allows each generator to learn transition clus-

ters for each type of transition that is represented through
�t. If we penalized each of the next state predictions si-
multaneously, the generator would learn to always predict
the expected next state, rather than each distinct state ob-
served after taking a latent action z.

We use �t to better guide the generator to learn these dis-
tinct types of transitions. For example, if we have an agent
moving in discrete steps within the x-plane, then moving
right would yield positive transitions � = 1 and moving
left would yield negative transitions � = �1. Our approach
aims to train the generator to learn these different types of
transitions.

Note that since G is learning to predict �t, we will need to
add each prediction to st in order to obtain a prediction for
st+1. For simplicity, in further discussion we will refer to G
directly as the predictions summed with the state input st.

3.2.2. LATENT POLICY LEARNING

Crucially, ILPO concurrently learns the latent policy
⇡!(z|Ep(st)). This represents the probability that given
a state st, a latent transition of the type z will be observed in
the expert data. We train this by computing the expectation
of the generated predictions under this distribution, i.e., the
expected next state, as:

bst+1 = E⇡![st+1|st] (2)

=
X

z

⇡!(z|st)G✓(Ep(st), z). (3)

We then minimize the loss as:

Lexp = kst+1 � bst+1k2 (4)
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high-dimensional inputs, and additionally for reuse within
different components of the network. We use a neural net-
work to learn an embedding Ep concurrently with the latent
policy and forward dynamics networks. We additionally
learn another embedding Ea for the action remapping net-
work.

3.2.1. LATENT FORWARD DYNAMICS

We now describe how to learn a latent forward dynamics
model from expert state observations. Given an expert state
st and latent action z, our approach trains a generative model
G✓(Ep(st), z) to predict the next state st+1. Similar to re-
cent works that predict state dynamics (Edwards et al., 2018;
Goyal et al., 2018), our approach predicts the differences
between states �t = st+1 � st, rather than the absolute
next state, and computes st+1 = st +�t.

When learning to predict forward dynamics, a single pre-
diction, f(st+1|st), will not account for the different modes
of the distribution, i.e., the effects of each action, and will
thus predict the mean over all transitions. When using an
action-conditional model (Oh et al., 2015; Chiappa et al.,
2017), learning each mode is straightforward, as we can
simply make predictions based on the observed next state
after taking each action, f(st+1|st, a). However, in our ap-
proach, we do not know the ground truth actions that yielded
a transition. Instead, our approach trains a generative model
G to make predictions based on each of the latent actions
z 2 Z, f(st+1|st, z).

To train G, we compute the loss as:

Lmin = min
z
k�t �G✓(Ep(st), z)k2. (1)

To allow predictions to converge to the different modes, we
only penalize the one closest to the true next observation,

st+1. Hence the generator must learn to predict the closest
mode within the multi-modal distribution. This approach
essentially allows each generator to learn transition clus-

ters for each type of transition that is represented through
�t. If we penalized each of the next state predictions si-
multaneously, the generator would learn to always predict
the expected next state, rather than each distinct state ob-
served after taking a latent action z.

We use �t to better guide the generator to learn these dis-
tinct types of transitions. For example, if we have an agent
moving in discrete steps within the x-plane, then moving
right would yield positive transitions � = 1 and moving
left would yield negative transitions � = �1. Our approach
aims to train the generator to learn these different types of
transitions.

Note that since G is learning to predict �t, we will need to
add each prediction to st in order to obtain a prediction for
st+1. For simplicity, in further discussion we will refer to G
directly as the predictions summed with the state input st.

3.2.2. LATENT POLICY LEARNING

Crucially, ILPO concurrently learns the latent policy
⇡!(z|Ep(st)). This represents the probability that given
a state st, a latent transition of the type z will be observed in
the expert data. We train this by computing the expectation
of the generated predictions under this distribution, i.e., the
expected next state, as:

bst+1 = E⇡![st+1|st] (2)

=
X

z
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Figure 1: The latent policy network learns a latent policy, ⇡(z|s), and a forward dynamics model, G. The action remapping
network learns ⇡(a|st, z) to align the latent actions z with ground-truth actions a.
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3. Approach

We now describe our approach, Imitating Latent Policies
from Observation (ILPO), where we train an agent to imitate
behaviors from expert state observations.

3.1. Problem formulation

We aim to use ILPO to solve problems specified through a
Markov Decision Process (MDP) <S,A,R, T> (Sutton &
Barto, 1998). Here, s 2 S denotes the states in the environ-
ment, at 2 A corresponds to actions, rt 2 R are the rewards
the agent receives in each state, and T (st, at, st+1) is the
transition model, which we assume is unknown. Reinforce-
ment learning approaches aim to learn policies ⇡(a|st) that
determine the probability of taking an action a in some state
st. We use imitation learning to directly learn the policy
and use the reward rt only for evaluation purposes.

We are given a set of expert demonstrations described
through noisy state observations {s⇤1 . . . s⇤n} 2 D. In our
approach, we will use these observations to predict a multi-
modal forward dynamics model. As such, noise is necessary
for ensuring that state transitions are properly modeled.

Given two consecutive observations {st, st+1}, we define
z as a latent action that caused this transition to occur. As
such, the action spaces that we consider are discrete with de-
terministic transitions. Because our problems are specified
through MDPs, we assume that the number of actions, |A|,
is known. Hence, we can define {z1 . . . z|A|} 2 Z latent
actions, where |Z| = |A| is used as an initial guess for the
number of latent actions. However, there may be more or
less types of transitions that appear in the demonstration
data. For example, if an agent has an action to move left
but always moves right, then the "left" transition will not
be observed. Or if the agent moves right and bumps into
a wall, this stationary transition may appear to be another

type of action. As such, we will empirically study the effect
of using latent actions when |Z| 6= |A|.

3.2. Step 1: Learning latent policies

In perhaps the most straightforward approach for imitation
learning, behavioral cloning, given expert states and actions
{s1, a1 . . . sn, an}, we can use supervised learning to ap-
proximate ⇡(a|st). That is, given a state st, this approach
predicts the probability of taking each action, i.e., the policy.
However, imitation by observation approaches do not have
access to expert actions. To address this, behavioral cloning
from observation (BCO) (Torabi et al., 2018) first learns
an inverse dynamics model f(a|st, st+1) by first collecting
samples in the agent’s environment. Then, the approach
uses this model to label the expert observations and learn
⇡(a|st). However learning dynamics models online can re-
quire a large amount of data, especially in high-dimensional
problems.

We make the observation that we do not need to know action
labels to make an initial hypothesis of the policy. Rather, our
approach aims learns a latent policy ⇡!(z|st) that estimates
the probability that a latent action z would be taken when
observing st. This process can be done offline and hence
more efficiently utilizes the demonstration data.

In order to learn this latent policy, we introduce a latent
policy network with two key components: a latent forward
dynamics model G that learns to predict bst+1, and a prior
over z given st, which gives us the latent policy, as shown in
figure 1. We then use a limited number of interactions with
the environment to learn an action-repmapping network that
efficiently associates the true actions the agent can take with
the latent policy identified by our learned model. These
methods are outlined in algorithm 1 and will be discussed in
the remainder of this section. Code is additionally provided
in the supplementary.

Finally, rather than operating directly on state inputs, we
use an embedding to encode the states. This is useful for
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Imitating Latent Policies from Observation

Algorithm 1 Imitating Latent Policies from Observation
1: function ILPO(s⇤0, s⇤1, . . . , s⇤N )
2: Step 1: Learning latent policies

3: for k  0 . . . #Epochs do

4: for i 0 . . . N � 1 do . (Omitting batching for clarity)

5: Train latent dynamics parameters ✓  ✓ �r✓ minz kG✓(Ep✓(s⇤i ), z)� s⇤i+1k22
6: Train latent policy parameters !  ! �r!k

P
z ⇡!(z|s⇤i )G✓(Ep✓(s⇤i ), z)� s⇤i+1)k22

7: Step 2: Action remapping

8: Observe state s0
9: for t 0 . . . #Interactions do

10: Choose latent action zt  argmaxz ⇡!(z|Ea⇠(st))
11: Take ✏-greedy action at  argmaxa ⇡⇠(a|zt, Ea⇠(st))
12: Observe state st+1

13: Infer closest latent action zt = argminz kEp✓(st+1)� Ep✓(G✓(Ep✓(st), z))k2
14: Train action remapping parameters ⇠  ⇠ +r⇠ log

⇡⇠(at|zt,Ea⇠(st))P
a ⇡⇠(a|zt,Ea⇠(st))

high-dimensional inputs, and additionally for reuse within
different components of the network. We use a neural net-
work to learn an embedding Ep concurrently with the latent
policy and forward dynamics networks. We additionally
learn another embedding Ea for the action remapping net-
work.

3.2.1. LATENT FORWARD DYNAMICS

We now describe how to learn a latent forward dynamics
model from expert state observations. Given an expert state
st and latent action z, our approach trains a generative model
G✓(Ep(st), z) to predict the next state st+1. Similar to re-
cent works that predict state dynamics (Edwards et al., 2018;
Goyal et al., 2018), our approach predicts the differences
between states �t = st+1 � st, rather than the absolute
next state, and computes st+1 = st +�t.

When learning to predict forward dynamics, a single pre-
diction, f(st+1|st), will not account for the different modes
of the distribution, i.e., the effects of each action, and will
thus predict the mean over all transitions. When using an
action-conditional model (Oh et al., 2015; Chiappa et al.,
2017), learning each mode is straightforward, as we can
simply make predictions based on the observed next state
after taking each action, f(st+1|st, a). However, in our ap-
proach, we do not know the ground truth actions that yielded
a transition. Instead, our approach trains a generative model
G to make predictions based on each of the latent actions
z 2 Z, f(st+1|st, z).

To train G, we compute the loss as:

Lmin = min
z
k�t �G✓(Ep(st), z)k2. (1)

To allow predictions to converge to the different modes, we
only penalize the one closest to the true next observation,

st+1. Hence the generator must learn to predict the closest
mode within the multi-modal distribution. This approach
essentially allows each generator to learn transition clus-

ters for each type of transition that is represented through
�t. If we penalized each of the next state predictions si-
multaneously, the generator would learn to always predict
the expected next state, rather than each distinct state ob-
served after taking a latent action z.

We use �t to better guide the generator to learn these dis-
tinct types of transitions. For example, if we have an agent
moving in discrete steps within the x-plane, then moving
right would yield positive transitions � = 1 and moving
left would yield negative transitions � = �1. Our approach
aims to train the generator to learn these different types of
transitions.

Note that since G is learning to predict �t, we will need to
add each prediction to st in order to obtain a prediction for
st+1. For simplicity, in further discussion we will refer to G
directly as the predictions summed with the state input st.

3.2.2. LATENT POLICY LEARNING

Crucially, ILPO concurrently learns the latent policy
⇡!(z|Ep(st)). This represents the probability that given
a state st, a latent transition of the type z will be observed in
the expert data. We train this by computing the expectation
of the generated predictions under this distribution, i.e., the
expected next state, as:

bst+1 = E⇡![st+1|st] (2)

=
X

z

⇡!(z|st)G✓(Ep(st), z). (3)

We then minimize the loss as:

Lexp = kst+1 � bst+1k2 (4)

Then: play

• To imitate, we find: 

• And then follow: 
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Imitating Latent Policies from Observation

(a) Cartpole (b) Acrobot

Figure 3: Cartpole and Acrobot results for selecting |Z|. The trials were averaged over 5 runs for ILPO and the policy was
evaluated every 50 steps and averaged out of 10 policy runs. The reward used for training the expert and evaluation was +1
for every step that the pole was upright in cartpole, and a -1 step cost for acrobot.

To do this, given state st, our method uses the latent dynam-
ics model, G, trained in step 1, to predict each possible next
state bst+1 after taking a latent action z. Then it identifies
the latent action that corresponds to the predicted next state
that is the most similar to the observed next state st+1:

zt = argmin
z

kst+1 �G✓(Ep(st), z)k2. (6)

To extend this approach to situations where euclidean dis-
tance is not meaningful (such as high-dimensional visual
domains), we may also measure distance in the space of
the embedding Ep learned in the previous step. In these
domains, the latent action is thus given by:

zt = argmin
z

kEp(st+1)� Ep (G✓(Ep(st), z)) k2. (7)

Having obtained the latent actions zt most closely corre-
sponding to the environmental action at, we then train
⇡(at|z, st) as a straight forward classification problem using
a cross-entropy loss:

Lmap = log
⇡⇠(at|zt, Ea(st))P
a ⇡⇠(a|zt, Ea(st))

. (8)

3.3.3. IMITATING LATENT POLICIES FROM OBSERVATION

Combining the two steps into a full imitation learning algo-
rithm, given a state st, we use the latent policy outlined in
step 1 to identify the latent cause that is most likely to have
the effect that the expert intended, z⇤ = argmaxz ⇡!(z|st),
and subsequently identify the action that is most likely to
cause this effect, a⇤ = argmaxa ⇡⇠(a|z⇤, st). The agent
can then follow this policy to imitate the expert’s behav-
ior without having seen any expert actions. We outline the

training procedure for this step in lines 7� 14 in algorithm
1.

4. Experiments and results

In this section, we discuss the experiments used to evaluate
ILPO. We aim to demonstrate that our approach is able to
imitate from state observations only and with little interac-
tions with the environment. In addition to this, we aim to
show that learning dynamics online through environment
interactions is less sample efficient than learning a latent
policy first.

We evaluate ILPO within classic control problems as well
as a more complex visual domain. We used OpenAI Base-
lines (Dhariwal et al., 2017) to obtain expert policies and
generate demonstrations for each environment. We compare
ILPO against this expert, a random policy, and Behavioral
Cloning (BC), which is given ground truth actions, averaged
over 50 trials, and Behavioral Cloning from Observation
(BCO). More experiment details can be found in the ap-
pendix.

4.1. Classic control environments

We first evaluated our approach within classic control en-
vironments. We used the standard distance metric from
equation 6 to compute the distances between observed and
predicted next states for ILPO. We used the same network
structure and hyperparameters across both domains, as de-
scribed in the appendix. We used 50, 000 expert state ob-
servations to train ILPO and BCO, and the corresponding
actions to train Behavioral Cloning (BC).
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Figure 3: Cartpole and Acrobot results for selecting |Z|. The trials were averaged over 5 runs for ILPO and the policy was
evaluated every 50 steps and averaged out of 10 policy runs. The reward used for training the expert and evaluation was +1
for every step that the pole was upright in cartpole, and a -1 step cost for acrobot.

To do this, given state st, our method uses the latent dynam-
ics model, G, trained in step 1, to predict each possible next
state bst+1 after taking a latent action z. Then it identifies
the latent action that corresponds to the predicted next state
that is the most similar to the observed next state st+1:

zt = argmin
z

kst+1 �G✓(Ep(st), z)k2. (6)

To extend this approach to situations where euclidean dis-
tance is not meaningful (such as high-dimensional visual
domains), we may also measure distance in the space of
the embedding Ep learned in the previous step. In these
domains, the latent action is thus given by:

zt = argmin
z

kEp(st+1)� Ep (G✓(Ep(st), z)) k2. (7)

Having obtained the latent actions zt most closely corre-
sponding to the environmental action at, we then train
⇡(at|z, st) as a straight forward classification problem using
a cross-entropy loss:

Lmap = log
⇡⇠(at|zt, Ea(st))P
a ⇡⇠(a|zt, Ea(st))

. (8)

3.3.3. IMITATING LATENT POLICIES FROM OBSERVATION

Combining the two steps into a full imitation learning algo-
rithm, given a state st, we use the latent policy outlined in
step 1 to identify the latent cause that is most likely to have
the effect that the expert intended, z⇤ = argmaxz ⇡!(z|st),
and subsequently identify the action that is most likely to
cause this effect, a⇤ = argmaxa ⇡⇠(a|z⇤, st). The agent
can then follow this policy to imitate the expert’s behav-
ior without having seen any expert actions. We outline the

training procedure for this step in lines 7� 14 in algorithm
1.

4. Experiments and results

In this section, we discuss the experiments used to evaluate
ILPO. We aim to demonstrate that our approach is able to
imitate from state observations only and with little interac-
tions with the environment. In addition to this, we aim to
show that learning dynamics online through environment
interactions is less sample efficient than learning a latent
policy first.

We evaluate ILPO within classic control problems as well
as a more complex visual domain. We used OpenAI Base-
lines (Dhariwal et al., 2017) to obtain expert policies and
generate demonstrations for each environment. We compare
ILPO against this expert, a random policy, and Behavioral
Cloning (BC), which is given ground truth actions, averaged
over 50 trials, and Behavioral Cloning from Observation
(BCO). More experiment details can be found in the ap-
pendix.

4.1. Classic control environments

We first evaluated our approach within classic control en-
vironments. We used the standard distance metric from
equation 6 to compute the distances between observed and
predicted next states for ILPO. We used the same network
structure and hyperparameters across both domains, as de-
scribed in the appendix. We used 50, 000 expert state ob-
servations to train ILPO and BCO, and the corresponding
actions to train Behavioral Cloning (BC).
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Figure 2: Cartpole and Acrobot imitation learning results. The trials were averaged over 50 runs for ILPO and the policy
was evaluated every 50 steps and averaged out of 10 policy runs. The reward used for training the expert and evaluation was
+1 for every step that the pole was upright in cartpole, and a -1 step cost for acrobot.

while holding the individual predictions fixed. This ap-
proach predicts the probability of each transition occurring.
In other terms, this determines the most likely transition
cluster.

With this loss, the latent policy is encouraged to make pre-
dictions that yield the most likely next state. For example, if
an agent always moves right, then we should expect, given
some state, for the next state to reflect the agent moving
right. As such, any other type of transition should have a
low probability so that it is not depicted within the next
state.

The entire latent policy network is trained using the com-
bined loss:

Lpolicy = Lmin + Lexp. (5)

We outline the training procedure for this step in lines 3� 6
in algorithm 1.

3.3. Step 2: Action Remapping

In order to imitate from expert observations, the agent needs
to learn a mapping from the latent policy learned in the previ-
ous step to the true action space: ⇡⇠(at|z, Ea(st)). As such,
it is invariantly necessary for the agent to explore the effect
of its own actions within its environment. However, un-
like BCO and other imitation from observation approaches,
ILPO only needs to learn a mapping from a to z rather than
a full dynamics model. The mapping ⇡⇠ also depends on
the current state st because latent actions are not necessarily
invariant across states. That is, the actions being predicted
by each generator might change in different parts of the
state-space. If an agent is flipped upside-down, for exam-

ple, then the action "move up" would then look like "move
down".

Nevertheless, generalization capabilities of neural networks
should encourage a strong correlation between a and z. The
dynamics in two states are often more similar for the same
action than they are for two different ones, thus assigning the
latent actions to the same type of transition should allow the
network to generalize more easily. This intuition will allow
us to learn such a mapping from only a few interactions with
the environment, but is not a requirement for learning, and
the algorithm will be able to learn to imitate the expert’s
policy regardless.

3.3.1. COLLECTING EXPERIENCE

To obtain training data for the remapped policy ⇡⇠ , we allow
the agent to interact with the environment to collect experi-
ences in the form of {st, at, st+1} triples. This interaction
can follow any policy, such as a random policy or one that
is updated in an online way. The only stipulation is that a
diverse section of the state space is explored to facilitate
generalization. We choose to iteratively refine the remapped
policy ⇡⇠ and collect experiences by following this current
estimate, in addition to an ✏-greedy exploration strategy.

3.3.2. ALIGNING ACTIONS

While collecting experiences {st, a, st+1} in the agent’s
environment, we proceed in two steps to train the remapped
policy. First, we identify the latent action that corresponds
to the environmental state transitions {st, st+1} and then
we use the environmental action a taken as a label to train
⇡⇠(at|zt, Ea(st)) in a supervised manner.
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Figure 2: Cartpole and Acrobot imitation learning results. The trials were averaged over 50 runs for ILPO and the policy
was evaluated every 50 steps and averaged out of 10 policy runs. The reward used for training the expert and evaluation was
+1 for every step that the pole was upright in cartpole, and a -1 step cost for acrobot.

while holding the individual predictions fixed. This ap-
proach predicts the probability of each transition occurring.
In other terms, this determines the most likely transition
cluster.

With this loss, the latent policy is encouraged to make pre-
dictions that yield the most likely next state. For example, if
an agent always moves right, then we should expect, given
some state, for the next state to reflect the agent moving
right. As such, any other type of transition should have a
low probability so that it is not depicted within the next
state.

The entire latent policy network is trained using the com-
bined loss:

Lpolicy = Lmin + Lexp. (5)

We outline the training procedure for this step in lines 3� 6
in algorithm 1.

3.3. Step 2: Action Remapping

In order to imitate from expert observations, the agent needs
to learn a mapping from the latent policy learned in the previ-
ous step to the true action space: ⇡⇠(at|z, Ea(st)). As such,
it is invariantly necessary for the agent to explore the effect
of its own actions within its environment. However, un-
like BCO and other imitation from observation approaches,
ILPO only needs to learn a mapping from a to z rather than
a full dynamics model. The mapping ⇡⇠ also depends on
the current state st because latent actions are not necessarily
invariant across states. That is, the actions being predicted
by each generator might change in different parts of the
state-space. If an agent is flipped upside-down, for exam-

ple, then the action "move up" would then look like "move
down".

Nevertheless, generalization capabilities of neural networks
should encourage a strong correlation between a and z. The
dynamics in two states are often more similar for the same
action than they are for two different ones, thus assigning the
latent actions to the same type of transition should allow the
network to generalize more easily. This intuition will allow
us to learn such a mapping from only a few interactions with
the environment, but is not a requirement for learning, and
the algorithm will be able to learn to imitate the expert’s
policy regardless.

3.3.1. COLLECTING EXPERIENCE

To obtain training data for the remapped policy ⇡⇠ , we allow
the agent to interact with the environment to collect experi-
ences in the form of {st, at, st+1} triples. This interaction
can follow any policy, such as a random policy or one that
is updated in an online way. The only stipulation is that a
diverse section of the state space is explored to facilitate
generalization. We choose to iteratively refine the remapped
policy ⇡⇠ and collect experiences by following this current
estimate, in addition to an ✏-greedy exploration strategy.

3.3.2. ALIGNING ACTIONS

While collecting experiences {st, a, st+1} in the agent’s
environment, we proceed in two steps to train the remapped
policy. First, we identify the latent action that corresponds
to the environmental state transitions {st, st+1} and then
we use the environmental action a taken as a label to train
⇡⇠(at|zt, Ea(st)) in a supervised manner.
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Figure 3: Cartpole and Acrobot results for selecting |Z|. The trials were averaged over 5 runs for ILPO and the policy was
evaluated every 50 steps and averaged out of 10 policy runs. The reward used for training the expert and evaluation was +1
for every step that the pole was upright in cartpole, and a -1 step cost for acrobot.

To do this, given state st, our method uses the latent dynam-
ics model, G, trained in step 1, to predict each possible next
state bst+1 after taking a latent action z. Then it identifies
the latent action that corresponds to the predicted next state
that is the most similar to the observed next state st+1:

zt = argmin
z

kst+1 �G✓(Ep(st), z)k2. (6)

To extend this approach to situations where euclidean dis-
tance is not meaningful (such as high-dimensional visual
domains), we may also measure distance in the space of
the embedding Ep learned in the previous step. In these
domains, the latent action is thus given by:

zt = argmin
z

kEp(st+1)� Ep (G✓(Ep(st), z)) k2. (7)

Having obtained the latent actions zt most closely corre-
sponding to the environmental action at, we then train
⇡(at|z, st) as a straight forward classification problem using
a cross-entropy loss:

Lmap = log
⇡⇠(at|zt, Ea(st))P
a ⇡⇠(a|zt, Ea(st))

. (8)

3.3.3. IMITATING LATENT POLICIES FROM OBSERVATION

Combining the two steps into a full imitation learning algo-
rithm, given a state st, we use the latent policy outlined in
step 1 to identify the latent cause that is most likely to have
the effect that the expert intended, z⇤ = argmaxz ⇡!(z|st),
and subsequently identify the action that is most likely to
cause this effect, a⇤ = argmaxa ⇡⇠(a|z⇤, st). The agent
can then follow this policy to imitate the expert’s behav-
ior without having seen any expert actions. We outline the

training procedure for this step in lines 7� 14 in algorithm
1.

4. Experiments and results

In this section, we discuss the experiments used to evaluate
ILPO. We aim to demonstrate that our approach is able to
imitate from state observations only and with little interac-
tions with the environment. In addition to this, we aim to
show that learning dynamics online through environment
interactions is less sample efficient than learning a latent
policy first.

We evaluate ILPO within classic control problems as well
as a more complex visual domain. We used OpenAI Base-
lines (Dhariwal et al., 2017) to obtain expert policies and
generate demonstrations for each environment. We compare
ILPO against this expert, a random policy, and Behavioral
Cloning (BC), which is given ground truth actions, averaged
over 50 trials, and Behavioral Cloning from Observation
(BCO). More experiment details can be found in the ap-
pendix.

4.1. Classic control environments

We first evaluated our approach within classic control en-
vironments. We used the standard distance metric from
equation 6 to compute the distances between observed and
predicted next states for ILPO. We used the same network
structure and hyperparameters across both domains, as de-
scribed in the appendix. We used 50, 000 expert state ob-
servations to train ILPO and BCO, and the corresponding
actions to train Behavioral Cloning (BC).
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Figure 3: Cartpole and Acrobot results for selecting |Z|. The trials were averaged over 5 runs for ILPO and the policy was
evaluated every 50 steps and averaged out of 10 policy runs. The reward used for training the expert and evaluation was +1
for every step that the pole was upright in cartpole, and a -1 step cost for acrobot.

To do this, given state st, our method uses the latent dynam-
ics model, G, trained in step 1, to predict each possible next
state bst+1 after taking a latent action z. Then it identifies
the latent action that corresponds to the predicted next state
that is the most similar to the observed next state st+1:

zt = argmin
z

kst+1 �G✓(Ep(st), z)k2. (6)

To extend this approach to situations where euclidean dis-
tance is not meaningful (such as high-dimensional visual
domains), we may also measure distance in the space of
the embedding Ep learned in the previous step. In these
domains, the latent action is thus given by:

zt = argmin
z

kEp(st+1)� Ep (G✓(Ep(st), z)) k2. (7)

Having obtained the latent actions zt most closely corre-
sponding to the environmental action at, we then train
⇡(at|z, st) as a straight forward classification problem using
a cross-entropy loss:

Lmap = log
⇡⇠(at|zt, Ea(st))P
a ⇡⇠(a|zt, Ea(st))

. (8)

3.3.3. IMITATING LATENT POLICIES FROM OBSERVATION

Combining the two steps into a full imitation learning algo-
rithm, given a state st, we use the latent policy outlined in
step 1 to identify the latent cause that is most likely to have
the effect that the expert intended, z⇤ = argmaxz ⇡!(z|st),
and subsequently identify the action that is most likely to
cause this effect, a⇤ = argmaxa ⇡⇠(a|z⇤, st). The agent
can then follow this policy to imitate the expert’s behav-
ior without having seen any expert actions. We outline the

training procedure for this step in lines 7� 14 in algorithm
1.

4. Experiments and results

In this section, we discuss the experiments used to evaluate
ILPO. We aim to demonstrate that our approach is able to
imitate from state observations only and with little interac-
tions with the environment. In addition to this, we aim to
show that learning dynamics online through environment
interactions is less sample efficient than learning a latent
policy first.

We evaluate ILPO within classic control problems as well
as a more complex visual domain. We used OpenAI Base-
lines (Dhariwal et al., 2017) to obtain expert policies and
generate demonstrations for each environment. We compare
ILPO against this expert, a random policy, and Behavioral
Cloning (BC), which is given ground truth actions, averaged
over 50 trials, and Behavioral Cloning from Observation
(BCO). More experiment details can be found in the ap-
pendix.

4.1. Classic control environments

We first evaluated our approach within classic control en-
vironments. We used the standard distance metric from
equation 6 to compute the distances between observed and
predicted next states for ILPO. We used the same network
structure and hyperparameters across both domains, as de-
scribed in the appendix. We used 50, 000 expert state ob-
servations to train ILPO and BCO, and the corresponding
actions to train Behavioral Cloning (BC).

• ILPO can learn latent policies using observations alone. 

• Remapping can be learnt with few environment interactions. 

• ILPO is more sample efficient than BCO


